
10A DC Noise Filter
(Improved)
CAT.NO: AA3074

This unit replaces models that have not changed for over
15 years. The filter itself arrests any noise on the DC
power supply to car stereos, CBs etc ...

Shipping & Delivery Information

Have a question about placing your order?

Call our Techstore 
on 1800 022 888

Description Specifications Downloads

HOME > PRODUCTS > SIGHT & SOUND CAR > CAR AUDIO HARDWARE > CAR HARDWARE ACCESSORIES > 10A DC NOISE FILTER (IMPROVED)

In Stock

13 $14.95
49 $13.35
10+ $11.70

$14.95
Bulk Pricing:

1 ADD TO CART

This unit replaces models that have not changed for over 15 years. The filter itself arrests any noise on the DC power
supply to car stereos, CBs etc better than ever. Most importantly it enables the installer to mount the unit without drilling
mounting holes. You can secure this unit with either short or long cable ties. It will also saddle on a wiring loom if
necessary.

• Measures 90(L) x 60(W) x 33(H)mm
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http://www.jaycar.com.au/General-Consumer/Appliances/Kitchen/c/905A
http://www.jaycar.com.au/Access-Control-%26-Automation/Home-Automation/c/600
http://www.jaycar.com.au/Communication-Equipment/Telephone/c/750
http://www.jaycar.com.au/Enclosures-%26-Panel-Hardware/Metal-Boxes/c/231
http://www.jaycar.com.au/PA-%26-Party%20Equipment/Party-Lighting%2C-Effects-%26-Accessories/Other-Lights/c/522D
http://www.jaycar.com.au/Tools-%26-Soldering/Soldering/Irons---Electric/c/010A
http://www.jaycar.com.au/Sight-%26-Sound%20Personal/Video-Products/Specialty-Personal-Video-Products/c/512C
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Rubber Topmount Car
Antenna
CAT.NO: AR3260
$18.00

1 Add To Cart

SelfAdhesive Sound
Absorbing Foam
CAT.NO: AX3662
$14.95

1 Add To Cart

Heavy Duty Sound
Barrier Damping Material
 ImprovedCAT.NO: AX3680
$11.95

1 Add To Cart
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